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installing and using the default infralution.globalizer.developer.edition.v3.9.4.0 package does not require any
changes to your projects. you just need to add the reference to the infralution.localization.dll library and set one of
the following three options to true in the project file: the infralution.globalizer.localization.dll library does not need to
be installed. it is typically referenced in a developer solution if the source code has been used in the projects
(generated code can include the exportlanguages method). an infralution globalizer developer's edition project is
created by using the element in a xaml page. the example in this chapter uses the element, but developers are also
able to use this method to integrate globalizer into other applications, such as web applications. infralution globalizer
developer edition provides. it is a powerful localization engine that provides support for generating several
translations for your wpf-based applications. it can be used to build a single. the utility also supports multilingual
applications. infralution globalizer developer edition provides a solution for translating wpf. it is a powerful
localization engine that provides support for generating several translations for your wpf-based applications. it can be
used to build a single. the utility also supports multilingual applications. infralution globalizer developer edition
provides a solution for. it is a powerful localization engine that provides support for generating several translations
for your wpf-based applications. it can be used to build a single. the utility also supports multilingual applications.
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for those developers that have developed applications in the past, when using the locbaml tool, they will be able to
convert existing resource files into the new format, but this cannot be done when the application is built. this is
because the locbaml tool does not see the changes made to the resource files after they are compiled into the

application. for windows forms developers, using the locbaml tool is a straightforward process. however, the same is
not true for wpf developers that are familiar with the built in localization capabilities in the framework. for them,

using the locbaml tool can be a difficult and frustrating experience. the process of using the locbaml tool to localize a
wpf application is very similar to the process of using the built in localization capabilities, but there are a number of
things to be aware of that makes it more difficult. these issues are a result of the fact that the locbaml tool is unable

to access the resources of the application as the application is built. a number of developers have reported issues
with having to recompile when files are updated. this can be very time consuming and can result in the need to have
a separate build server to build and test a project. this is because each time you update a project, you need to rerun
the appropriate command line tool (like xbuild for visual studio projects or msbuild for.net framework projects) and

this can fail. the resxextension also supports the xaml extensions provided by infralution's globalizer.net localization
tool. this means that any control, window, or page that you've added to a wpf project can be localized in code behind
using the resxextension without needing to use the microsoft locbaml tool or the included localizing extension xaml.

for example, you could add the following to your project: 5ec8ef588b
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